
FREEZIMER INTRODUCES A NEW MODEL OF
COUNTERTOP NUGGET ICE MAKER

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, September 30, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Freezimer, a

longtime specialist in kitchen

innovations and smart appliances, has

developed its latest countertop nugget

ice maker machine for home use — the

DIM-30A model. Arriving on the heels

of its sister ice maker, Dreamiracle, the

Freezimer DIM-30A uses the same

icemaking technology as Dreamiracle

through a brand that places more

emphasis on the manufacturing and

service of home appliances.

As a brand, Freezimer recognized how

the noise factor continues to be a

common criticism across a spectrum of

home-use and industrial ice makers.

Because ice makers are a common

feature of parties and special events, any additional or disruptive noise tends to interfere with

the occasion. To counter this complaint, Freezimer’s countertop models are specifically

engineered to emit a lower, more subdued level of noise. Freezimer is on a mission to end the

noise annoyance once and for all and has reduced its ice maker sound to a range of just 45 tp 48

decibels.    

The Freezimer DIM-30A is built with an intuitive ice maker control panel that allows users to

make their ice quickly and efficiently. The compact Freezimer appliance creates nine ice cubes in

only six minutes — a total of 33 pounds of ice per day under continual operation. After placing

water inside the ice maker, the user will simply press the “on” button and choose between large

or small ice cubes, depending on their preferences or requirements. For maximal efficiency, the

icemaker can be operated via wifi connectivity and a phone-operated remote control app.   

With its state-of-the-art infrared sensor technology, the ice machine monitors its own contents

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://freezimer.com/products/dim30a-countertop-crunchy-chewable-nugget-ice-maker-40lbs-wifi-app-water-filter
https://freezimer.com/products/dim30a-countertop-crunchy-chewable-nugget-ice-maker-40lbs-wifi-app-water-filter


and will notify the user when water needs to be replaced, or the ice basket is completely full. The

Freezimer DIM-30A also comes with a convenient self-cleaning function that eliminates a

significant degree of maintenance effort. Users can easily add water, press the “on” button for

five seconds, activate an easy auto-clean function to cleanse the interior of the appliance, and

then open a rubber stopper to drain the used water through a bottom-side opening. 

One of the best nugget ice maker countertop machines on the market, measuring in at 13.9

inches high and 9.4 inches wide, Freezimer’s DIM-30A is ideal for a range of circumstances and

locations, including home, work, the pool, the bar, as a party appliance, or on the go as part of

an owner’s RV or travel gear. Emitting just 45 to 48 decibels of noise, the new Freezimer creates

crunchy, soft nugget ice and comes with a remote control, BPA-free water filter replacement, a

12-month warranty, and the Freezimer guarantee of quality.

Freezimer is a popular home appliance brand originally begun in 2010. The company develops

luxury kitchen appliances with an uncompromising level of design, production, and quality

control. They specialize in smart home appliances deliberately engineered to make consumers’

lives easier and more comfortable. Freezimer maintains rigorous customer service resources

and quality measures to ensure ongoing consumer satisfaction. To learn more about Freezimer

and peruse its first-class production lines, visit the Freezimer website.
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